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A r ight w ithout a su bj ect?
T h e r igh t to a h e a lt h y e n v i ron m e n t i n t h e H u nga r i a n
Cons t i t u t ion a n d t h e pr ac t ic e of t h e H u nga r i a n
Cons t i t u t iona l Cou rt *

Though it takes on different forms and its substance
is varied, the desire for protecting the environment
appears in the constitution of numerous European
Union countries.1 The various methods of regulation
differ in terms of whether they formulate a right that
all citizens can lay a claim to, as the Spanish, Portuguese and Belgian constitutions do, or a requirement incumbent on the state instead. The latter approach was chosen by the Austrian Constitution and
the German Basic Law, for example.2 There are also instances when it is both an individual right and
a state obligation, which is the route taken by the
Latvian Constitution. The Hungarian Constitutional Court’s decision 28/1994. (V. 20.)—in addition
to associating environmental protection with third
generation rights—views the Hungarian constitutional provisions, which contain a formulation similar to the one found in the Latvian Constitution, as
an ‘independent institutional protection’. (According to the Constitutional Court, the latter denotes a
state obligation without associated individual rights,
whose realisation is thus incumbent upon state institutions.) Occasionally the notion of sustainable
development3 also crops up in constitutions. Pursuant to Article 2 (3) of the Swedish Constitution, for
example, public institutions must support sustainable development, which creates a “good” environment for present and future generations. Furthermore, this provision declares the realisation of environmental protection objectives to be a state obligation. Present article will refer to various categories that are uncertain and difficult to define in legal
terms; I will return to their analysis below.
According to Article 37 of the European Union’s
Charter of Fundamental Rights, “a high level of environmental protection and the improvement of the
quality of the environment must be integrated into
the policies of the Union and ensured in accordance
with the principle of sustainable development”. Consequently, ensuring this is the joint responsibility of
*
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those organs in the Union vested with legislative,
judicial and executive powers. In the Lisbon Treaty, which has not entered into force yet, the notion
of sustainable development is recurrent. Thus Article
2 (3) declares that the European Union “shall work
for the sustainable development of Europe based
on balanced economic growth and price stability, a
highly competitive social market economy, aiming
at full employment and social progress, and a high
level of protection and improvement of the quality
of the environment”.4
An examination of the relevant international regulations shows that the claims to a healthy environment appear as individual rights—in the context of human rights protection—in non-binding
documents of international law. Binding international environmental conventions, however, do not
adopt the language of human rights, which address
the rights holders in terms of individual rights, but
mostly declare only state obligations. The often cited Aarhus Convention is no exception in this regard.
Though it makes provisions concerning the procedural rights of the right to a healthy environment, it
specifies state obligations meant to protect the right to
a healthy environment of all “every person of present
and future generations”.5 Human rights documents
often formulate these claims as the right to a healthy
environment or as associated with sustainable development6 and hence part of the right to development.7 (Sustainable development is also specifically
designated as a right, since its achievement requires
the joint realisation of first and second generation
rights.) Yet, there is an obvious difference between
the two modes of regulation. The right to a healthy
environment may appear in national documents as
well, in no small part because some of its elements
denote real individual rights as well as specific obligations of the state. The normative substance of the
right to development, in contrast, would be more
difficult to define unequivocally. The following are
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mentioned among the subjects of the latter right: all
humans, all nations, and occasionally current and
future generations altogether. They are all entitled
to delineate the direction of economic, social, cultural and political development. In these documents
we also observe examples of the rights to environment and development both being represented. The
Rio Declaration, which in its Principle 3 establishes
sustainable development as a right and specifies the
procedural rights of the right to a healthy environment in Principle 10, is a case in point. Principle 10
therefore contains the following: the participation of
affected citizens in environmental decision-making,
the access to environmental information, as well as
the possibility to seek effective judicial and administrative proceedings, including the right to legal redress and remedy.
The author believes that in examining the justifiability of a legal regulation, comparative methods
and community as well as international legal examples need to be used cautiously, since the mere existence of a legal regulation obviously does not determine whether the particular solution it offers is suitable or not. In any case, the inclusion of environmental protection in constitutions also implies a value judgment on the importance of this issue. It generally does not provide a new individual right, but it
does enrich the substance of fundamental rights, including the individual rights. By the latter I mean
real rights, which are not construed only as state obligations, but also wholly as individual rights with
subjects, in other words as rights that can be enforced.
To sum up: to draft efficient legal solutions, we
must draw on the experience of international regulations and strive to use the least possible number of
concepts that are difficult to delineate in legal terms.
An example of a concept that is difficult to define is
sustainable development, which refers to a hitherto
unknown development that reconciles environmental needs with economic and social development. At
the same time it would be difficult to precisely determine what the term means. There is no unequivocal, exact legal definition and, moreover, there are
widely diverging philosophical approaches underpinning it. (Often even ones that proclaim the possibility of leaving behind modern industrial society).
The term also alludes to intergenerational equality,
but the notion of future generation is itself problematic in terms of legal regulation, since the interests
of those not yet born or not conceived are difficult to
discern, and hence within the framework of our current legal concepts they cannot be legal subjects in
national legal systems. Indeed, it is even uncertain
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whether sustainable development can be achieved at
all. Many believe that it is an oxymoron and cannot
be implemented, as economic development as it is
conceived today is based on growth, while the sustainable development presumes that our resources
will remain fixed and finite. It is true that legal documents often employ terms whose content cannot
be exactly defined. The concept of public interest—
popular in Hungarian legal documents—springs
to mind, for example. In limiting the rights of the
owners of forests, the Hungarian Constitutional
Court also alluded to public interest in connection
with the right to a healthy environment.8 But an efficient legal regulation ought to scale back the use of
such terms to the greatest possible extent.
Let me add that theoretically in the case of international regulation, too, the most fortunate approach would be if it was not only the soft legal
declarations but also the international conventions
on the subject of environmental protection, which
would refer to the connection between human
rights and the state of the environment, and if they
would moreover specifically enumerate the individual rights derived therefrom, thus truly integrating
environmental protection into the framework of international human rights protection. It is obviously
not a legal task to define the term environment, but
it is nevertheless certain that it already entails a legal object worthy of protection. The following are
typically among—often constitutionally—designated objects of protection: the earth’s soil, air and water layer, the flora and fauna, as well as their interrelationship; occasionally the reference is specifically
to climate. It also happens that constitutional provisions make a distinct declaration about the responsibility towards future generations, as well as the protection of animals9 or the promotion of sustainable
development. The evolution of the state’s mandated
duty to protect the environment may be substantially influenced by the following environmental principles—whose substance is oftentimes difficult to define in legal terms: prevention, polluter pays, sustainability, the prohibition on adversely altering the
state of the environment. The list of these principles
was formulated in the past decades, and in the time
since it was expanded to include ever new principles.
Occasionally the substance of individual principles
has changed, too, though the legal regulations have
not always been capable of capturing the changes in
content. The impact of environmental protection interests on legislation becomes more important, as a
result of the development—in no small part thanks
to the green movements—that the members of the
political community are increasingly committed to
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environmental protection. What we can state already at the outset, however, is the following: the
constitutionally laid down obligations to protect the
environment are primarily incumbent on states rather than people.
T h e H u nga r i a n
Cons t i t u t ion

Act XXXI of 1989, adopted at the time of regime
transition, was formally only an amendment of the
earlier constitution, Act XX of 1949, but in practice
it meant the adoption of a new constitution. The specifically enumerated human right rights transposed
into the Constitution were—with consideration of
international law obligations—mostly those rights
that are beyond dispute.10 In this respect the only
exceptions in the list of fundamental rights—which
is in any case rather extensive in scope—are Article
68 on the special rights of minorities and the right
to a healthy environment, which was excluded from
the chapter on fundamental rights. It is true, however, that the contents of the latter are not clearly
circumscribed. It is only mentioned in Article 18 of
the Constitution’s General Provisions chapter, which
lays down the fundaments of the constitutional order. Certainly, in this chapter the Hungarian Constitution also mentions other fundamental rights,
such as for instance the freedom of economic competition or the right to property, enterprise or inheritance. Hence one cannot conclude that a right only entails a state obligation merely from the fact that
it appears in the first chapter of the Constitution. In
addition to the provisions already mentioned, this
chapter also contains the commitment to the ethnic Hungarians who live across the borders, as well
as the obligations to respect human rights or to take
care of those in need.
Following Article 18, “[t]he Republic of Hungary recognizes and shall implement the individual’s
right to a healthy environment”.11 An effort to try to
seek out the historical antecedents of this provision
in the Constitution would be in vain, which is no
coincidence given that the history of protecting the
environment constitutionally is no more than three
decades old. The fact that it appears in the new constitution is on the one hand a response to the environmentally devastating effects of the previous regime’s industrialisation policy, and on the other
hand to the population’s lack of interest—up until
the 80s—in this issue. But it may also have been a
result of the fact that the environmental movements
played a significant role in regime transition.
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(An example worth mentioning is for example
the Duna Kör [Danube Circle] civic organisation,
founded on 1st August 1984, which fought against
the construction of the Gabčíkovo—Nagymaros
Waterworks, by publishing samizdats and organising protests.)
Apart from its mention in Article 18, the word
environment appears only in one other place in the
Constitution: in the fundamental rights chapter’s
Article 70, where the constitutional legislator mentions the protection of the built-in and natural environment in connection with the assertion of the
right to health.12 This is the only place where environmental protection appears explicitly in the fundamental rights chapter of the Hungarian Constitution, as the guarantee of the “highest possible level of physical and mental health”—the drafters of
the Constitution regard environmental protection as
one of the safeguards of the right to health. The latter article was part of the Constitution already before 1989.13
This article adds little to the understanding of the
right to a healthy environment, though it allows for
the conclusion that the concept of environment extends not only to natural, but also to built-in environment. This is the formulation that necessitated
the analysis found in Constitutional Court decision
28/1994. (V. 20.), according to which neither the
mention of the state’s environmental obligations as
instruments for the realisation of the right to health,
nor the wording of Article 18, which expressly refers to the right to a healthy environment, can be regarded as limitations on the right to environment.14
Legal literature does not interpret the wording restrictively (they use the attributes clean or appropriate to provide a clearer specification, or they quite
simply refer to it as the right to environment, occasionally as the right to environmental protection.)
We should add that the name of a legal institution
does not inescapably lead to conclusions regarding
its contents. If all we had to go on was the meaning of a term, then for instance the right to environment would be impossible to grasp.15 Moreover, the
wording used by the Hungarian Constitutions does
not refer to human health only, but to a healthy environment in general, which is obviously a broader
category. And the fact that the Constitution mandates an implementation of the right to health with
a consideration of environmental interests cannot in
itself provide a basis for the restriction of the right
to environment. Overall, all that can be said regarding this article’s relation to the environment is that
it speaks of an environmentally conscious application of the right to health. Which, given the proviF U N DA M EN T U M

sions of Article 18, is in my opinion a legitimate expectation regarding the implementation of any fundamental right.
T h e r igh t to a h e a lt h y
e n v i ron m e n t

It is the Constitutional Court’s task to uncover the
various layers of meaning behind Article 18’s right
to a healthy environment. The Court addressed this
issue in several decisions, thereby developing its
binding interpretation. To understand the gravity of
these decisions, it is necessary to refer to the concept of the “Invisible Constitution”, invoked in its
early phase by the first Constitutional Court, which
acted from 1st January 1990 on—and undoubtedly evinced a greater sensitivity to dogmatic issues
than the current Court. In contrast to the official
reasoning, at first glance this concept appears to be
inspired by natural law. According to the concept,
the justices believe to discern an “independent permanence” behind the Invisible Constitution, and in
ascertaining it they rely on the methods offered by
comparative law and legal literature.16 The postulation of this doctrine, which was later withdrawn,
was necessitated by the particular circumstances of
the rule of law transition, as well as the text—originally thought to be transitional—of the 1989 Constitution. The notion suggests that the Constitution
has a layer of meaning that we would search for in
vain by looking at the text only—it emerges from
the Constitutional Court’s decision instead. It was
in part due to this—subsequently rejected—concept that the Constitutional Court early on began
to refer back to its own practice, that is to the “Invisible Constitution” contained therein. By doing so
it achieved the following at the very least: it either
declared correct one of potentially several competing interpretations of individual articles or redressed
regulatory deficiencies. Thereby it also significantly constrained the latitude available to those making, interpreting and applying the law. True enough,
apart from redressing regulatory deficiencies all constitutional courts do this even without the concept
of an “Invisible Constitution”.
According to Article 27 (2) of Act XXXII of
1989 on the Constitutional Court, a decision by the
Constitutional Court is binding for everyone. The
question is what happens if the interpretation in the
given decision is not consistent with the text of the
Constitution and who is entitled to make this determination if such an instance were to occur. In construing Article 18, for instance, surprisingly even
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the text of the visible Constitution did not significantly tie the hands of those shaping the “Invisible
Constitution”.
Serious theoretical objections can be invoked
against the comparative law methods used to reveal
the Invisible Constitution. The essence of said objections is aptly illustrated by the interpretation of
the right to a healthy environment, in construing
which the Constitutional Court quite obviously relied on the interpretation of the German constitution. It did so in spite of the fact that the environmental provisions of the two constitutions differ to
no small degree. As opposed to the German Basic
Laws, the Hungarian Constitution formulates the
right to a healthy environment as an individual right
and not merely as a state objective.17
Given the position of Article 18 in the Constitution and the dynamic changes in its contents as
well as the state policy underlying it, the Constitutional Court was compelled rather early to analyse
the right to a healthy environment. Since it does not
appear as a human right in the fundamental rights
chapter, and hence does not seem to be a right at
first glance, the Court had to discern a veritably invisible content, and on occasion create it, too. The
interpretation that thus emerged is still making itself
felt in legislation. After all if there is a compelling,
logical, binding and moreover appealing reasoning,
which additionally enjoys the widespread support of
civil society, then the legal profession and the public
often accept it without hesitation. The Constitutional Court’s reasoning also cropped up in public policy
proposals and on occasion it provided a point of reference in the creation of new public institutions. As
I shall elaborate below, with the help of the Constitutional Court’s reasoning the future generations have come to play a role—though only in indirect form—in public policy debates and have given a meaning and a name to the act on a new parliamentary commissioner (ombudsman). The main elements of the analysis were summarised in Constitutional Court decision 28/1994. (V. 20.). A differently constituted Constitutional Court was not able to
add anything subsequently, nor did it undertake an
attempt at reinterpreting it. Though environmental
protection does appear in Constitutional Court decisions adopted later.18
T h e obl igat e d pa rt y

Article 18 of the Constitution mentions as a right of
everyone a right that does not appear in the Constitution’s fundamental rights chapters, and whose en25

forcement is designated as a state obligation. According to Constitutional Court decision 28/1994. (V.
20.), it is by no means a coincidence that the right to
a healthy environment was included among the general provisions. The decision states that in the area of
environment it is the state’s duty to protect the natural bases of life and to develop the institutions that
manage the finite resources.19 (The Constitutional
Court presumably borrowed the term natural bases of life from the formulation of the German Basic
Laws.)20 That is pursuant to Article 18 it is the responsibility of the Republic of Hungary to enforce
this right and to implement it practically.
In extrapolating the responsibilities of the party
under obligation, it is essential to determine whom
the obligation is incumbent upon: the state or private persons, too. Following Constitutional Court
decision 996/G/1990, as a result of relevant constitutional provisions “the state is obliged to create and
operate specific institutions serving to realise the
right to a healthy environment. […] The state’s obligations need to include the protection of the natural bases of life and have to extend to the creation
of institutions for the management of finite resources”.21 In terms of the organisational structure of the
state, these obligations primarily influence legislation, 22 and only through the latter do they affect the
judiciary and the executive.23
These obligations, however, may also bind the
executive in situations in which there is no distinct
provision mandating that the executive organs design their organisational structure and procedures in
an environmentally friendly fashion. Such kind of
provisions cannot have a direct effect on private persons. If the state fulfils its legislative duty, then environmental obligations reach private persons through
the mediation of legal regulations. It is the legislator
who can mandate the environmentally friendly behaviour of private persons, that is the state obligation reaches its targets via the legal regulation. The
obligation laid down in the Constitution does therefore not directly refer to non-state actors.
T h e p o s s i bi l i t y of r e s t r ic t i ng
r igh t s

Constitutional Court decision 28/1994. (V. 20.)
states that it is the state’s duty to preserve the status quo in the area of environmental protection. The
right to a healthy environment laid down in Article
18 “encompasses the duty of the Republic of Hungary to ensure that the state may not lower the level
of environmental protection provided through legal
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regulations, unless it is unavoidable in the interest of
asserting another fundamental right or constitutional principle”. 24 The Court further argues that even
if the latter case applies, the degree of lowering the
level of environmental protection may not be disproportional relative to the other right or principle
in question.25 In the case of adverse changes in legislative and organisational safeguard provisions concerning environmental protection, the adequate level of protection needs to be ensured by applying the
requirements mandated with regard to the restriction of fundamental rights, so that the possibilities
for sustaining life are not affected.
In expounding on the right to a healthy environment, the Constitutional Court placed the emphasis
on analysing the aspects relating to the state’s obligation, while the individual right aspect was relegated to the background. Though the Court’s assertions
with regard to these obligations are not in dispute,
it does not hurt to add the following: the Constitutions’ wording on environmental protection does not
refer to state obligations only, but also to everyone’s
rights—that is their entitlements—on the other side
of the ledger. Rejecting the existence of a constitutional individual rights aspect of the relevant provisions—based on the reasoning discussed below—
cannot be justified on the grounds of the position
they occupy in the Constitution. Though it cannot
be denied that—as we noted—for a variety of reasons other rights, too, were included in this chapter of the Constitutions, these did not become only
state obligations by virtue of this fact. The fact that
the right to property is included in the first chapter of the Constitution does not mean that it can be
construed merely as a state obligation, and the Constitutional Court does not claim this, either.
I n di v i dua l R igh t s ?

If we examine the individual rights aspect of the
right to healthy environment, then the question
arises whether there are any individual rights behind the provisions at all. If there are none, then
in a situation in which a state organ fails to respect
its obligation vis-à-vis private persons, the individuals become defenceless in the face of the state’s failure to discharge its duties. In such cases the substance of the constitutional obligation extends to all
three branches of government, but at the same time
it does not provide for the possibility—ensured on
a constitutional basis—of private persons enforcing
their claims. If a constitutionally declared state obligation is not paired with matching individual rights,
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then in and of themselves they do not provide legal
protection for the individual.
Without procedural rights, any human rights
protection system could become inoperable, and
the rights contained therein, too, could become victims of state despotism. To comprehend this, let us
take an example that may not be entirely comparable
with that of domestic regulation, but is nevertheless
illustrative. How could there be a means of asserting individual interests before the European Court
of Human Rights if the for instance the European
Convention on Human Rights were to mention a
fundamental right merely as a state obligation, without designating its individual rights aspect?
Moreover, there are fundamental rights associated specifically with environmental protection—
formulated in the context of human rights protection—, which are procedural rights. We may add
that when talking about the right to environment,
then in most cases we discuss rights—due to all who
are affected—that the human rights documents contain in any case. Hence the right to a healthy environment must not necessarily be explicitly mentioned. These are mostly formulated as rights derived from procedural rights, thus endowing the derived rights with some kind of surplus content. Generally, this may happen with regard to the following
rights: the rights to legal remedy, information and
to participate in decision-making processes. The access to environmental information, for example, may
have some surplus content, namely that the state not
only erect no barriers to stem the free flow of information, but is also obliged to supply its citizens
with information concerning the state of the environment.
I do not at all find it necessary that national legislators follow international documents—which mostly formulate this right as a third generation right—
in developing the right to environment. The reason
is that—and I will return to this below—third generation rights cannot be construed as rights in domestic legal systems. (In my view they can neither
be moulded into rights, nor into duties without losing their original meaning.) Hence the characterisation that regards them as an utopia founded on
common human values is apt indeed. Keep in mind
that the rights to environment and development—
linked to environmental interests—, which are often
declared in international legal documents and treated as third generation rights, not only lack an unequivocal definition, but moreover also leave unclear
who the rights holders are and what their rights consist of. Certainly we must also mention that of these
two rights, the right to environment is in a better
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position, as the international documents formulate
certain aspects of it—often almost as an aside—as a
procedural right with specific, real substance.
I n de pe n de n t a n d
au tonomous i ns t i t u t iona l
prot e c t ion

From a jurisprudential perspective, the more problematic aspect of Constitutional Court decision
28/1994. (V. 20.) is that it construes the right to a
healthy environment as an “independent and autonomous institutional protection”. 26 This suggests
that the safeguards concerning the realisation of
the state’s obligations in the area of environmental
protection are elevated to the level of fundamental
rights, and hence these must be implemented with
statutory and organisational guarantees rather than
by the legal protection of individuals on a fundamental rights level. This is problematic even beyond
the issue that individuals are left without fundamental rights protection. To grasp this problem, it is
helpful to raise the following question: Could there
be a separate, “independent and autonomous institutional protection” without direct individual rights
support? Does the text of the Constitution support
such an interpretation? According to the reasoning
provided by the Constitutional Court’s decision, the
answer is affirmative, but my personal response is:
hardly. As an argument to the contrary it may be
noted—beyond the fact that it is dubious in terms of
jurisprudence—that the text of the Hungarian Constitution speaks of the right to a healthy environment as a right due to everyone and hence, as opposed to the German Basic Laws, it does not support such an interpretation. Moreover, in the Constitutional Court’s reasoning the right to a healthy
environment stands apart from other fundamental
rights and only has an institutional protection aspect, which carries the aforementioned risk that an
individual cannot lay claim to it before a court. Certainly, Constitutional Court decision 28/1994. (V.
20.) only rules out the individual rights aspect of direct fundamental rights protection. It does not rule
out, however, that the right to a healthy environment might have enforceable individual rights elements (below the fundamental right level). In any
case, the lack of a subject of the environmental protection obligation is dubious on the grounds that
the rights expressly associated with environmental
protection, which can be formulated independently as real individual rights as well, are as a matter
of fact constitutionally guaranteed procedural rights.
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To this group belongs the abovementioned right to
participation in environmental decision-making, to
access information regarding the environment and
the right to legal remedy against environmental decisions.
These naturally need not be individually enumerated, they can be construed as derivative rights of
traditional human rights. The right to a healthy environment laid down in the Hungarian Constitution could also be interpreted as saying that the state
obligation is countered by an environmentally conscious application of traditional human rights. The
freedom of information can obviously not be enriched with a layer of meaning which suggests that
it does not merely formulate the need for a transparent state, but of a public power that is obliged to active behaviour directed towards providing its citizens with environmental information. The involvement of the population in making environmental
decisions can clearly be seen as a right derived from
political rights. And within the right to legal remedy
is evidently contained the possibility of filing a complaint against environmental decisions. I emphasise
that these rights cannot only be classified as rights
derived from the right to environment—the justified
social need behind them can also be formulated so
as to say that they require the environmentally conscious application of traditional human rights. The
essence of such an approach would be that the state
obligation laid down in the Constitution’s Article 18
can be contrasted with an environmentally sensitive
application of the fundamental rights laid down in
the Constitution. We could of course consider their
environmentally conscious application as self-evident, but then the Constitutional Court’s binding
interpretation should have pointed this out. Though
there are cautious references in the decision pointing
in this direction, in its comparison of the nature of
social rights and the right to a healthy environment
the Court nevertheless rejects the possibility of such
an interpretation.
In its decision 28/1994. (V. 20.), the Court also
weighed whether to construe the right to environment as a right that curtails the substance of other
fundamental rights. In this context it examined the
relationship between social rights and the right to
environment—as a third generation right—with regard to the question whether the constitutional duties underlying them are comparable. Based on this
examination, the Court arrived at the following conclusion: “In addition to actions taken by the relevant
institutions, social rights are realised with the use
of the individual rights associated with them, which
need to be determined by the legislature.
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[…]
c) It follows from the above that although ‘everybody’, or at least every citizen, is entitled to social
rights, the specific rights holders of the given individual rights serving the realisation of these social
rights can be identified”.27
Based on the above, the Constitutional Court
concluded that the right to environment cannot be
compared to social rights, either, since—as opposed
to social rights—in the case of the right to environment it is the objective institutional side that is
“prevalent and decisive”.28 And it adds the following:
due to the particularity of this right, all the duties
that the state in other areas fulfils through the protection of individual rights, are in this instance discharged “through the provision of legislative and organisational guarantees”.29
Let us enumerate some of Constitution’s fundamental rights in which the respective entitlement’s
relation to environmental protection could have
been explored. Such is for instance the right to free
movement and to freely choose one’s location of residence, laid down in the Constitution’s Article 58, or
the inviolability of one’s private home, to be found
in Article 59. We may further also refer to the right
enshrined in Article 61 (1), according to which “[i]n
the Republic of Hungary everyone has the right to
freely express his opinion, and furthermore to access and distribute information of public interest”.
(The Constitutional Court made a brief reference to
this paragraph.) We could also point to paragraph
5 of Article 57, which states that “in the Republic of Hungary everyone may seek legal remedy, in
accordance with the provisions of the law, to judicial, administrative or other official decisions, which
infringe on his rights or justified interests. An act
passed by a majority of two-thirds of the votes of
the Members of Parliament present may impose restrictions on the right to legal remedy in the interest
of, and in proportion with, adjudication of legal disputes within a reasonable period of time”. And the
list could go on.
Let us recall that there are applications submitted
to the most important institution serving the protection of first generation human rights, the European
Court of Human Rights, which specifically address
environmental protection problems. Moreover, we
should note: the breach of convention in cases pertaining to environmental issues was made out with
reference to a violation of the respect for private and
family life. 30 This was true even in cases in which
the establishment of a violation of the right to life
would have been conceivable, such as the Guerra and
Others v Italy case. (Maybe in such cases judges are
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prone to avoid making out a violation of the right to
life to curb protest by the states in question.)31
Obviously the Constitutional Court’s approach
does not rule out the possibility that the realisation
of the state’s environmental obligation necessitates
the formulation of individual rights. The Constitutional Court’s decisions, however, do not provide any
guidance as to the potential substance of such rights,
save for the assertion that they only indirectly pertain to environmental protection. Instead, the decisions explore the state obligation aspects of the right
to a healthy environment, that is the substance of
the obligation to provide protection through institutions, which serves the realisation of the right to life.
According to the Court, the right to environmental protection is in fact a part of the objective institutional protection aspect of the right to life (Article 54 (1)).32 This is a misleading reasoning, however. It is of course true that the state’s obligations to
protect life and to protect the environment are related to each other. Their relationship may be better characterised as having intersecting points, however. I believe that the relationship between fundamental rights and environmental protection cannot
be reduced to this aspect.
At the same time it appears based on the Constitutional Court’s reasoning that the right to environment is more than a mere constitutional duty or state objective, given that the curtailment of
this right is only allowed under the same conditions
as that of individual rights. This does raise the following question, however: if the nature of this right
is identical to those of individual rights, then can
the designation of legal subjects and their rights be
avoided? If on the other hand the right to a healthy
environment is not an individual right, but rather an
“independent protection provided by institutions”,
then I do not know how a test regarding the restriction of rights might work in practice.
Such doubts appear to be justified by the aforementioned cases, in which the Constitutional Court
had to refer to the rather vague concept of public interest in defending the right to a healthy environment by curtailing the rights of forest owners, instead of justifying the restriction of rights by requiring an environmentally sensitive application of the
right to property or another human right.33
It is no coincidence that the Constitutional Court
regards the prevailing definition of the concept of
public interest as the parliament’s task, and has thus
refrained from undertaking such a determination itself. Naturally, the constitutional presence of this
concept needs to be construed as narrowly as possible, and under no circumstances is it fortuitous to
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curtail human rights with reference to public interest. This is true even though such and similar
grounds for the curtailment of rights are mentioned
in international documents as well.34 Furthermore,
we must also add that no serious theoretical concerns arise if the concept is not used to curtail fundamental rights, but rather to undergird individual rights, for instance in the form of a public interest
litigation.35 The Act on Environmental Protection36
itself allows for the latter, in that the statute expressly provides for the possibility of associations and civic organisations—established to assert the interest in
a healthy environment—turning directly to courts
in the form of a public interest litigation. Concerning this possibility, Constitutional Court decision
1146/B/2005. AB also alluded to the Court’s earlier
reasoning on the lacking legal subject for the right
to a healthy environment, and noted that in this case
Paragraph 1 of Article 98 of the law on environment provides a procedural-type individual right. 37
The Court argues that this is the case because the
aforementioned organisations “are not asserting
their own rights, but rather act in a communal interest—the protection of the environment—, which
they voluntarily represent”.38 Evidently, regardless of
the above, all those who have the legal standing of
directly involved parties to the case on the basis of
“Article 15 (1) of Act on the General Rules of the
Public Administration39—that is those who have a
personal interest in the case, whose rights, legal interests or legal situation are affected—have the right
to seek legal remedy through administrative channels, as well as to turn to a court”.40 In other words,
the public interest litigation helps the enforcement
of an individual right secured by act.
F u t u r e ge n e r at ions a n d
nat u r a l ob j e c t s

The conclusion that on a constitutional level the
right to a healthy environment only has an institutional protection aspect was based on the one hand
on the specific placing of Article 18 within the Constitution, and on the other hand on the fact that in
the fundamental rights chapter it is not formulated as a real right, either. But more importantly it
is due to the fact that in Constitutional Court decision 28/1994. (V. 20.) the desire for the constitutional protection of entities that are difficult to define in legal terms (such as for instance future generations) appears, too.
The Constitutional Court has established: in the
context of the right to life, the state’s objective obli29

gation to provide protection through institutions extends to human life in general as well; and this includes an obligation to ensure the life conditions of
future generations.41 Let us review the reasoning!
Referring back to its decision 64/1991. (XII. 17.),
the Constitutional Court laid down concerning the
objective, institutional protection of fundamental
rights that their “scope may extend beyond the protection that the same fundamental right offers as an
individual right. This objective protection is not only broader in scope, but is also qualitatively different
than the mere sum of adding individual rights. Regarding the right to life, for instance, the state’s objective institutional protection obligation extends to
human life in general—to human life as a value; and
this encompasses the duty to secure the life conditions of future generations.42 Furthermore, following the Constitutional Court decision, the objective
protection “is not only broader but also qualitatively
different, than the mere sum of the protections provided by individual rights”. Hence according to the
decision it is obviously more than that, and whatever the surplus may be, this is the uncertain area
wherein one will find future generations and natural objects.
Thus according to the Court the Constitution
expressly designates the state’s obligation to sustain
the environmental bases for human life as a separate
constitutional “right”. The Constitutional Court has
concluded that as a result of the right to life contained in the Hungarian Constitution, the obligations relating to environmental protection could be
deduced even in the absence of Article 18. Indeed,
subsequently the Court did not invoke Article 18 in
its elaboration on the obligation to protect the environment. Hence the examination, as I noted previously, focused on the state obligation in the context
of the right to life, that is on Article 54 (1).43 At the
same time obviously other rights, too, such as a violation of the aforementioned right to health or the
inviolability of private residence, can help persons
who seek to assert their environmental interests. In
the Constitutional Court’s understanding, the right
to a healthy environment thus secures the physical
preconditions of the right to life. At the same time,
the question arises how other fundamental rights
laid down in the Constitution can be applied in a
way that is sensitive towards environmental interests
(environmentally conscious), and I believe that this
question is left unanswered by this interpretation. It
is also a matter of debate why the legislator needs
to examine environmental protection in such detail
only in the context of the right to life. The reasoning that all fundamental rights can be brought into
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some kind of relation with the right to life—since
this is basis for all other rights, from whence they
derive—is not acceptable. (This reasoning, which I
find untenable, also appears in the practice of the
European Court of Human Rights).44 Such an argument obviously stands on a weak ground, since if it
were to hold then it would be superfluous to specifically mention any other right by name in the Constitution. It would be sufficient to include the right
to life in the fundamental rights chapter. And then
we would still face the question of what ought to
happen to the aforementioned procedural rights of
environmental protection, as well as what happens if
the state does not ensure access to environmental information, a right that the Hungarian Constitution
does not expressly declare. It is especially problematic that through this interpretation, which later became binding, the Constitutional Court practically
severed the tie between the right to a healthy environment and the individual rights aspect of the right
to life. The Constitutional Court is correct in asserting that the rights specifically associated with environmental protection are primarily of a procedural
kind. But from this it may precisely follow that they
have an individual rights aspect, too. It is naturally
true that for the most part these are rights that are
only indirectly connected to the environment. Nevertheless, the Constitutional Court did not deem it
necessary to analyse this relationship in the context
of other rights. Indeed, it appears that the Constitutional Court could have foregone even Article 18:
“In the absence of the Constitution’s Article 18, the
state’s obligations regarding the environment could
be deduced with an expansive interpretation from
the Constitution’s Article 54 (1) as well”.
The Court saw the particularity of the right to a
healthy environment in the notion that its subject is
“humanity” in its entirety, meaning a unity of present and future generations, or “nature”, respectively. As the decision argues, “this problem is illustrated by all efforts that seek to endow nature or, as its
“representative”, animals, plants, etc. with rights”,
and which speak of the rights of generations yet
unborn. The body referred to all this as “figurative
speech”, adding that it was unnecessary to create
such legal constructs to establish legal obligations
vis-à-vis “nature” or the “present and future humanity”. This leads to the counterargument, formulated by László Sólyom (the former president of the
Constitutional Court and current president of the
Republic of Hungary) himself, according to which
a constitutionally declared state obligation must always face a right and the holder of said right.45 This
is necessary in order to ensure that the obligations
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are not without any control, so that they cannot turn
against those whose legal protection they are meant
to serve, that is natural persons. This means, however, that either future generations or natural objects
are the rights holders, or else it does not make sense
to speak of a constitutionally enshrined state obligation towards them.
In reality it is not only that future generations or
moss or trees have no rights today, but there is also
no constitutional obligation towards them, to draw
on the “figurative speech” referred to by those who
wrote the decision. On the basis of our legal thinking, the real objective of legal protection is to safeguard those alive today. We may add that if we accept the Constitutional Court’s train of thought,
then it may also be stated that the Court could hardly have gone any further, and its reasoning harbours
serious risks. After all, in its decision the Constitutional Court mentioned entities (e.g. future generations and natural objects),46 the majority of which
can neither be endowed with rights on the basis of
current legal thinking, nor be designated as the objective of constitutional obligations. We may also add
that based on our current legal thinking, we have
certainly no legal obligations towards future generations, for the very plain reason that these generations have no clearly discernible interests (they have
not even be conceived yet), and they cannot make
demands against us, either. Furthermore, apart from
vertebrate animals this holds for natural objects,
too.47 I think that the determination of whether future generations or natural objects could be the objectives of obligations requires a complex examination. But we could note already here that this interpretation appears to contradict the Constitution’s
Article 18, which refers to the right to a healthy environment as a right that everyone is entitled to,
that is all individual humans alive today. In a democratic society a great deal can obviously be achieved
through a majority decision, maybe even a shift authorising the state to endow future generations or
natural objects with legal capacity. But—and this
may not be disregarded—as of yet this has not occurred in the Hungarian legal system. Such a decision would be contrary to our current legal thinking,
which may change in the future, however.48
At the moment—based on the Constitutional Court’s decisions—the right to a healthy environment is not an individual right, but it is not a
mere state objective, either. According to the Court
“the rights of animals and trees” are not mere metaphors: the state veritably has obligations to sustain
the natural bases of all life and is obligated to protect all life “starting with the moss all the way to
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the embryo”. But this protection is relative and only the human has an individual right to it.49 I am not
certain, however, that this is necessarily and always
true. Of the abovementioned categories, only animals could conceivably be the targeted objectives of
a constitutional-level obligation, that is the granting of a limited status as legal subjects is only possible in the context of animals or in the “case of animal rights”.50 And even as far as they are concerned,
I do not find the parallel that compares the development wherein they become legal subjects with slave
emancipation particularly fortunate. A catalogue of
animal rights, whose adoption has been urged for
a while now, should diverge from those of human
rights in no small measure.
T h e Pa r l i a m e n ta ry
Com m i s s ion e r ( s pe c i a l i z e d
om bu d s m a n ) for F u t u r e
Ge n e r at ions

The Constitutional Court does not regard the right
to a healthy environment as an individual right from
a fundamental rights perspective.51 This could have
an interesting impact on the future role of the environmental protection ombudsman, whose office
was created in 2007. Somewhat surprisingly at first
glance, the act establishing the position refers to the
Commissioner for Future Generations.52 The name
presumably reflects a desire to draw attention to the
future effects of today’s policy decisions, a function
that the ombudsman’s institution is expected to fulfil. If we take seriously the Constitutional Court’s
interpretation that there is no constitutional level individual rights aspect of the right to environment, however, then it is not entirely clear how a
parliamentary commissioner specialising in this area could discharge his duties. Let me add that following Article 2 (2) of Act LXI on the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Rights of Citizens, “the
National Assembly may elect with two-thirds of its
votes a parliamentary commissioner, whose position
is established by law, for the protection of individual fundamental rights”. But what could justify the
election of a commissioner for the protection of a
fundamental right that has no individual rights aspect? After all, in Hungary one turns to parliamentary commissioners with complaints connected to
constitutional rights.
At the same time, there are numerous misconceptions in the public perception regarding the authority of the Commissioner for Future Generations, not
only due to the rather misleading nature of the po31

sition’s name, but also as a result of the original demands of the green organisations and the inf lated expectations regarding the office. Prior to the
adoption of the law, for instance, 68 green organisations asked the leaders of the parliamentary factions to “establish an efficiently functioning institution for the protection of coming generations and in
the interest of sustainable development”.53 Nevertheless, the legislature did not satisfy the original demands of the civic organisations, as it did not create
an institution to represent or safeguard the interests
of future generations, but rather a new environmental protection commissioner for the protection of the
environmental rights of those alive today. Thus the
relevant statute does not entitle those who have not
been born or not even conceived yet—people without characteristics or faces—to turn to a specialised
commissioner with their complaints. The latter task
would not require a massive administrative apparatus, by the way, employing one or two fortunetellers would be sufficient—it is hardly advisable to
spend public funds for such purposes, however.
The above naturally do not question the necessity of a specialised commissioner for environmental
protection, which is the responsibility for which the
Commissioner for Future Generations was created.
Specialised ombudsman institutions can be established for the protection of any constitutionally guaranteed right that pertains to a sensitive social issue, if
the everyday violation of the given right is a veritable
danger to citizens’ freedom. The newly created ombudsman institution, however, in fact raises further
problems due to the lack of subjects for the rights
it protects. Parliament chose to remedy these problems by circumventing them: the Commissioner for
Future Generations was created through an amendment of the Act on Parliamentary Commissioners
for the Rights of Citizens, and hence the question
of how citizens can turn to the commissioner was
not addressed separately in this specific context. Let
me add that this particular mode of regulation cannot mean anything but the rejection of the notion
that the right to a healthy environment has no subject, that is the rejection of the binding interpretation
found in the Constitutional Court’s decisions.54
*

A reference in Constitutional Court decision 28/1994.
(V. 20.) tied the right to environment to third generation rights. The problem with this approach is that—
as we pointed out—third generation rights cannot be
regarded as anything but utopias grounded in com32

mon human values.55 And through the Constitutional Court decision uncertain—though appealing—elements of this utopia have seeped into Hungarian
law. Certainly, their arrival was not taken seriously by either the Hungarian legislation or law applying organs—though they did cause some uncertainty—, indeed, maybe they could not or would not discern the real substance of the Constitutional Court’s
decisions.
Translated by Gábor Győri
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